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®

Make your space work®



What happens when support and affordability come 

together? Convergence. Customizable options and 

a budget-friendly price make this task chair an ideal 

solution, both for the workplace and for a home office. It's 

comfortable enough to use as a desk chair, flexible enough 

to showcase in conference rooms, and supportive enough 

to handle long hours of brainstorming. Convergence puts all 

the features you're looking for into one low-priced task chair. 

A seat 
that's up 
for any 
task.
Budget Friendly, Business Savvy

Caption example - Shown with Flock seating.
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For more information, visit hon.com/ConvergenceSee HON Pricer for complete product information.
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Make your space work®

COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE
Intuitive, adjustable lumbar 
support provides lasting comfort 
during long workdays - and a 
breathable mesh back offers a 
clean, modern finish. Plus, move 
from workstations to conference 
rooms with ease using the 
integrated, full-width handle 
across the top.

ERGONOMIC DESIGN 
A thick, contoured seat cushion 
with an ergonomic waterfall 
edge offers “first-sit” comfort 
that never quits. 

YOU’RE IN CONTROL 
Synchro-Tilt and 
Swivel-Tilt seat control 
options allow you the 
flexibility to focus, relax 
and move the way you 
want throughout your 
workday.

With people and projects always in motion, you need a seating solution 

that is as adaptable as it is supportive. Customizable features such as 

your choice of standard swivel-tilt or an advanced synchro-tilt with seat 

slide put you in control. Adjustable lumbar support adds a little extra 

lower back comfort, while the thick seat cushion relieves stress on the 

lower body throughout the day. Arm choices let you decide how much 

upper body support you want, and the breathable mesh back flexes and 

responds to your movements. For comfort and quality to get you through 

whatever the workday brings your way, look no further than Convergence. 

Features For The Way You Work

ADAPTABLE ARMS 
Move them up, down, in or 
out. With three adjustable arm 
options, Convergence delivers 
a perfect fit for everyone. 

*Choices include:  
Height-and-width-adjustable,  
Height-adjustable 
and Armless.


